
Piece We Need 

A webseries in progress about knowing inner strength 

 

A story about the piece that we need ... Inner Strength   

Finding the resilience we need to face extreme changes 

 

Imagine you are having a dream that the Earth has shrunk. Lots. To the 

size of a beach ball. (This is just a dream, right? So we can take it 

anywhere.)  Moreover, this globe keeps changing and growing and shrinking 

and seems to have a life of its own.  

 

 

Extreme and frequent changes are unpredictable. Your world is changing 

chaotically and has become difficult to hold. However, you realize that this is 

your planet and must be kept safe. Once you were proud and protective; 

now the extreme changes make you burdened and anxious. You are 

desperate. You need help. 

 

 

Word spreads. Your calls go out pleading for assistance. Everyone who 

hears about these extreme changes understands its severity … but nobody 

knows a solution. 

 

Stop! This is imagination only  

But what if it were not just a dream? What if our situation now was extreme 

change? What if we admitted that this is truth? 



 

 

I know extreme change. My personal history also includes severe 

challenges on an individual level: a head-on car collision, leading to 

traumatic brain injury. My personality changed (a common result of severe 

tbi). My wife left me, with my 4 yo daughter. No more family, career, home, 

town, friends.  

 

 

True story? Yes, this is my history. The other driver hit my car at 120 mph. 

Its driver and passenger (both very drunk) were immediately killed. Here is 

a photo of the car I was driving after that accident. The red X shows where I 

sat. 

 

  

Look again! One single point holds constant. For years I had explored this 

point -- looking into a simple inside feeling of home. The extreme changes 

point out a core that never changes. Now I dramatically need to experience 

it. A profound realization starts my new life: that point is a foundation of 

inner strength.  

 

 

Creative expression has always been major in my life. What medium can 

express this? Animated videos! I developed an appropriate style and created 



a series of visual metaphors. Treasure Inside included at least 30 short 

videos and led to web recognition, film festival awards, tv broadcast, 

magazine articles, a dvd, and two Kickstarter campaigns.  

Here are links to four videos in that series, as well as an article I wrote: 

 

Tsunami Thoughts 

Message 

No Thanks, Santa 

A Dubious Metaphor 

Also, The  Thread of Life 

 

 

Inner strength: the piece we need to face serious challenges – This was 

obviously the running theme for most of my videos.  All of these videos look 

at a very timely quality. Serious challenges are confronting many people in 

many parts of the world.  

 

The upcoming problems, possible solutions, their causes, impact, and 

significance are the focus of many discussions. However, rarely do I hear 

mention of the quality that all people will need to learn: inner strength. My 

videos could become a valuable workshop. 

 

 

My lovely friend and neighbor Ari shares my perspective: People need to 

first examine themselves when we look at problems and solutions. I tell her 

about my project and we try filming the first two “pieces”, video segments. 

Ari is the perfect hostess. 

https://pieceweneed.com/tsunami
https://pieceweneed.com/message
https://pieceweneed.com/santa
https://pieceweneed.com/dubious
https://pieceweneed.com/thread


 

 

Yes, perfect … but Ari is busy with her own career. I need her to set aside 

enough time for this project. 

And the website I build works ok … but many functions must be added. I 

need to hire a professional who can develop the monetized website. 

Also, my friends will hear about this project … but I need to promote it far 

and wide, throughout English-speaking media. The audience must include 

everyone learning inner strength. 

 

These are critical times of extreme changes around the world, Every 

person needs a firm grasp of their own inner strength. This quality of 

resilience can be learned … but it is rarely discussed.  

The talk that is needed now would inspire people to reach for their inner 

resources, to embrace the life they have now, to find workable solutions for 

complex problems, to be ready to change, sacrifice, work hard, make 

compromises, and accept differences. Training like PWN about building inner 

strength should be easy to find.  

Piece We Need series of videos that precisely spotlights this need and 

examines its tools and understandings. Our Kickstarter campaign will raise 

funds to enable Joel and Ari to devote the required time. These funds will 

also go towards developing the website and videos, as well as promoting this 

series to its audience. 

 

More information about the Piece We Need series: 

-- On the web at PieceWeNeed.com 

-- In 3 parts: PWN1 Inner Strength, PWN2 Gentle Strength, and PWN3 

Direction 

-- Expected to include about 25 pieces (video segments) 

-- Most pieces will contain one animated video 

-- Each piece about 2 or 3 minutes long 

-- Optimized for mobile phone 

https://www.pieceweneed.com/


-- Primarily targeting young adults 

-- A selection of 24 other animated videos I created: Talking Stories 

 

 

My glasses are sitting right on my head. It seems I got blinded by the 

intense changes in every direction. I lost my momentum and direction after 

being spun around. In the face of serious challenges, I’ve lost my sense of 

self and feeling of home. But here are my missing glasses, tucked away, 

safe, in a place nearby.  

I find inner strength that is like those glasses. I got spun around, looked 

everywhere, and now discover that my strongest resources are my closest. 

 

SCHEDULE and BUDGET 

The Kickstarter campaign has two purposes: to raise money for production 

and promotion, and to spread news about this project. Below is an estimate 

of our financial needs… 

      Production  2500 

      Website  1000 

      Promotion  2500 

      Total  $6000 

News about this series will spread though promoting it online and in print 

(ads and posts) and organically (word of mouth and personal 

recommendations).  

I work slowly and carefully. My most successful projects have been strictly 

LINEAR, meaning taking one step, then the next, then the next. Forget 

efficiency or far-reaching plans. Stay turned to what I’ve done, how it looks 

right now. I call this the “crossing the brook method”. Next steps are 

unknown until the time has come to take them.  

So my current schedule is hopeful guesses. Simply, this schedule is: one 

month for a Kickstarter campaign, then one month is finish the videos, then 

one season to promote them. 

 

https://www.pieceweneed.com/talkingstories


RISKS AND FEARS 

Denial – Are threats not obvious? Are people ready to look at our need for 

inner strength? This is a difficult subject, so in one way we will never be 

ready. But PWN is intended for those who are seeking this info. 

Procrastination – Habitually we deny needs for change. Future events 

might make us very ready very quickly, but hopefully we prepare and take 

action before events become dramatic. PWN forces change. 

Delusion – Sometimes it takes guts to admit the truth. We often paint 

pictures that are far from reality. A picture that is mistakenly rosy does not 

call for personal strength. PWN is a reminder of strength easily forgotten.  

 


